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Immersive worlds

IOT

Blockchain



Apple reveals post-iPhone with a big bet on the metaverse



Spatial Computing & 3D photos







Generative AI.



What is ChatGPT?

ChatGPT

Developed by OpenAI
considered the best AI chatbot ever. 

Chat GPT (Generative Pre-trained Transformer) is a large language model developed by OpenAI that 
uses deep learning techniques to generate human-like responses to text-based input. 

It is trained on massive amounts of text data from the internet and other sources, allowing it to generate 
coherent and relevant responses to a wide range of queries (over 175 billion parameters as of 2021)





How it can be used

McKinsey



What can we use it for today

1. Construction - such as the properties of 

different building materials, construction 

methods and design principles.

2. Provide technical support - guidance on how to 

troubleshoot problems on construction sites, 

provide information on best practices and offer 

suggestions for how to improve processes and 

workflows.

3. Streamline comms - guidance on how to 

troubleshoot problems on construction sites, 

provide information on best practices and offer 

suggestions for how to improve processes and 

workflows. 





Productivity improvements - meeting minutes from jumbled notes 

Here are my notes. Can you list all the actions that need to be taken? Can you list all the questions? 
Can you turn the rest into a minutes document?
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Chat PDF summarise PDF docs



Bard integrating with Search and Voice

Bard will also let you do things like "plan a friend's baby shower", 

"compare two Oscar-nominated movies" or "get lunch ideas 

based on what's in your fridge".

Combine this technology with voice-based helpers like Google 

Assistant, and it isn't hard to see that we could soon be on our 

way to having computers that at least give the appearance of 

having artificial intelligence.

Alongside LaMDA, Google says it also has other AI models like 

PaLM, Imagen and MusicLM that could potentially create 

"entirely new ways to engage with information, from language 

and images to video and audio".

Bard is a next-
gen Google 
Search that 
could change 
the way we 
use search 
engines and 
look for 
information on 
the web



DALL-E

AI system that can create 
realistic images and art 
from a description in 
natural language





CoPilot

“Tell my team how we updated the product strategy,”

Copilot in Outlook helps you clear your inbox in minutes, not hours

Copilot in Teams. It can summarize key discussion points — including who said what 
and where people are aligned and where they disagree — and suggest action 
items, all in real time during a meeting.

Copilot in Power Platform, anyone can automate repetitive tasks, create chatbots 
and go from idea to working app in minutes.

Copilot in Word -Copilot gives you a first draft to edit and iterate on — saving hours 
in writing, sourcing, and editing time.

Copilot in PowerPoint helps you create beautiful presentations with a simple 
prompt, adding relevant content from a document

Copilot in Excel, you can analyze trends and create professional-looking data 
visualizations in seconds.

Introducing Microsoft 365 Copilot – your copilot for work - The Official Microsoft Blog

https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2023/03/16/introducing-microsoft-365-copilot-your-copilot-for-work/


CoPilot in MS Teams

Microsoft 365 Copilot in 
Teams Meetings - YouTube

Connecting LLMs to your business data -Microsoft 365 Copilot 

has real-time access to both your content and context in the 

Microsoft Graph. This means it generates answers anchored in 

your business content — your documents, emails, calendar, 

chats, meetings, contacts and other business data — and 

combines them with your working context — the meeting 

you’re in now, the email exchanges you’ve had on a topic, 

the chat conversations you had last week — to deliver 

accurate, relevant, contextual responses.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1gpkk-MwpY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1gpkk-MwpY


Digital Leadership Programme.



Digital Leadership programme
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Driving Digital Transformation

▪ Programme of free training and support 

▪ Driving Digital Transformation  10 250 Employees < £45m t/o

▪ 5-part programme of support, with coaching and mentoring 

▪ 1: Digital Vision & Strategy: Introduction & overview: Digital Vision & Strategy, key drivers for transformation, 
organisation direction.

▪ 2: Digital Technology: Introduction to key concepts and examples of emerging and enabling technologies. 
Develop a plan for utilisation of technology.

▪ 3: Digital Culture: Developing organisational culture, people, innovation skills, knowledge, attitudes. Create a 
team of agile, flexible and creative staff.

▪ 4: Digital Processes: Process improvements, utilising enabling technologies to improve productivity, project 
development, risk management. Develop Agile skills and innovation tools such as MVP, Bimodal and Design 
Blueprints.

▪ 5: Projects: Presentations and assessments, peer review, action planning and celebration of learning outcomes.



Sign Up today  

19/7/2023 20/09/2023 18/10/2023 22/11/2023 13/12/2023 930 - 330PM



Thank you.
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